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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
1

Uyghur populations from the XUAR (Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region) are being subjected to mass
surveillance, removal of religious freedoms, indoctrination, forced labour, and mass arbitrary detention in
re-education camps across XUAR and the whole of China.

2

In response to this abuse, the US has launched sanctions on Chinese entities using Uyghur labour and the
other countries have followed suit with less success. Specific businesses have been called out on the use
of Uyghur forced labour in their supply chains. Most recently, the U.K. health service has committed to
not sourcing PPE from labour sites.

3

Due to the placement of Uyghurs across the country, avoiding the XUAR is not sufficient to prevent the
abuse. Illegal subcontracting to other factories where Uyghurs are working is one way that Chinese
entities have attempted to hide the abuses.

4

A new report published by the BBC exposes images of the population and is likely to increase media
attention to the topic in the short term. Additional mapping of labour camps and links to new suppliers
and well-known brands has increased.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR BUSINESSES
1

Forced labour is common and potentially present in supply chains. It is a human rights abuse and the risk
of supporting its use must be avoided. Businesses are open to severe reputational, economic and legal
consequences if no action is taken.

2

Supplier assessment questionnaires and standard audits may be insufficient to identify the presence of
forced labour outside of the XUAR, meaning enhanced due diligence is required. Any suppliers found
inside the XUAR can be assumed to use forced labour.

3

With disparate responses from government and a lack of formal sanctions on China, businesses have a
responsibility to perform their own due diligence and use relationships with suppliers in the first tier and
beyond to act on these abuses.

RESOURCES
U.K government guidance on Xinjiang
BBC article from inside the camp
BBC article about the expansion of forced labour into Tibet
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Responsible sourcing policies or codes of conduct with suppliers should cover zero
tolerance on:
Deriving labour from a worker who is tricked, deceived or forced to work with
minimum or no pay, against their will, including through government sanctioned
schemes and work programmes
Deriving labour from a subcontractor who uses prison workers, regardless of whether
the work is done in a prison or at a factory
Enhanced ethical audits are encouraged with Chinese suppliers in general, especially
those in Xinjiang or other high risk areas. STOP THE TRAFFIK can advise on specific
indicators in addition to ILO indicators which auditors should be aware of and safety
recommendations for audits.

Work consistently with suppliers to ensure good working practices are embedded.
In addition to clear codes of conduct:
Wherever possible offer direct training to the supplier workforce so they understand
their rights
Ensure supplier capacity and capability matches demand
Be clear on non-negotiables internally which would result in contract termination
Establish team safety protocols for supplier visits

CONTACT US FOR SUPPORT
Supply Chain Risk Mapping of tier 1 suppliers and beyond tier one, including in-depth
analysis of high risk ingredients and locations.
Enhanced due diligence including additional questions and information for audits.
Other support includes safety guidance, mitigation process and worker grievance
mechanism development.
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